
 

On the farm Week 1 -8/9 Week 2 -13/9 Week 3 -20/9 Week 4 -27/9 Week 5 –4/10  Week 6 -11/10 Week 7 – 18/10 

Book focus 
(T4W)  

 
                                                            Oh Dear! – Rod Campbell 

Story times  The Whisperer

 

Spot goes to the 
Farm 
Other Spot stories 
 

Spot stories cont. 

 
 

Oh Dear  
Noisy Farm 
and other farm 
stories 

 
Farm and farm animal stories 

Key questions 
and vocabulary 

What noises do farm animals make? 
Are all farm animals the same size? 
How do they keep warm? 
What do they eat?                         Key vocab. Animal names and noises-farmer/fur/feathers/wool 

PSED 
-Meeting new 
children and 
adults 
-supporting 
children to make 
friends 
-Classroom 
routines and 
expectations 
 

‘Are we listening?’ – encourage/support tidy up times 
 
Circle/singing times  
-pass the bells (know names) 
-magic bag 
-here is a box! 

Introduce areas of nursery- 
 
Demonstrate activities 
e.g. role-play extension boxes 

Reflect on boundaries/expectations. 
 
How do we feel? 
What makes us happy/sad? 

Literacy 
Hold a pencil 
using 
modified/tripod 
grip 

Listen to stories 
and 
recall/anticipate 
key events. 

Retell familiar 
stories. 

Engage in 
conversations 
about stories, 

 
-Explore mark-making provision indoors and out. 
 
-encourage use of the book corner for 1:1 and small group stories. 
 
-Show good sitting/looking/listening 
 
-recall Spot the Dog characters and author/illustrator Eric Hill 

 
-Introduce ‘Oh Dear’ 
…and other  
Rod Campbell books 
 
Noisy Farm 
It’s mine 
Dear Zoo. 
 
-Drawing rep farm animals 
 
-Plans of simple farm layouts 
 

  
 
 
 
Recognise/hear/repeat 
farm animal sounds  



using new 
vocabulary. 
Maths  
Recite numbers 

to 5. 
Say one number 
for each item 

in order: 
1,2,3,4,5. 

 

 Explore Maths provision 
 – focus on 1, 2, 3, 
 ‘We are 3 years old’ 

‘ 
Add in 4,5, 
Opportunities to explore ways to count 1:1 to 5 
‘How many legs do farm animals have?’ 

 
Understanding 
the World 
 Talk about what 
they see, using a 
wide vocabulary 

- Use all their 
senses in 
hands-on 

exploration of 
natural 

materials 

Creating environments for animals and 
sorting- 
 
-Wild 
-Farm 
-Dinosaurs 

 
Have you been to a farm? 
 
Which animals live on a farm? 
 
 
 

Creating farm layouts,  
sorting animals into same type, 
talking about similarities and differences. 
 
Visit from a real farm- opportunity to see real farm animals up close! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expressive Arts 
and design 

- Explore 
different 
materials 
freely, in 
order to 

develop their 
ideas about 

how to make. 
use them  

-  
- Explore colour 

to create 
simple/abstra
ct rainbows 

 

. 
 
Introduce paint/mixed media/glue etc. 
 
Provide mixed paint and photo’s/art works 
to create own ‘rainbow’ pictures 

 

 
 
Representational paintings of 
 ‘Spot the Dog’

 

 
Explore the artist ‘Steven Brown’ and colourful animals 
 
Explore own design interests to create unique creations! 
 
Creating representational pictures inspired by Farm animal 
photos/pictures/figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


